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Picture Product name Description SKU CAD

1964-1967 A-Body Wire Ribbon Insulation Tar Saturated Felt
Material

1964 65 66 67 Chev Chevelle A-Body Wire Ribbon Insulation Tar
Saturated Felt Material. Reproduction. Picture is just an example
not what you will receive. Custom fit for each model. Correct die
cut replacements for your model. This covers the wires that run
close to the rocker panel, it is under the carpet and you never see
it

SKREMCVL-MIS-2
20

47.98

1964-1967 Firewall Carpet Guard Firewall Carpet Guards are installed on the lower firewall under
the Steering coloumn with 2 long bolts.

SKG6467 41.85

1964-1967 GM A-Body Floor Insulation & Sound Dampening
Kit

Flatline Barriers is the new leader in automotive thermal acoustic
insulation products. Utilizing cutting edge technology and
materials, Flatline is able to offer a solution that significantly
reduces unwanted sound and heat. Did we mention that the
product is ultra-lightweight as well? Extremely lighter than other
insulation products, packing the same punch in sound and heat
control properties. The material is also offered in pre-cut kits and
universal options. Our designs were created by in house
automotive enthusiasts and DIYers. Making our kits easy to
install, logical in layout and highly effective. All of this provided to
you at an extreme value. Remember the name is Flatline, it's that
quiet.Features and Benefits:Pre-Cut for Exact FitDesigned for
Fast and Convenient InstallationEliminates Unwanted Noise and
HeatUltra-Lightweight with Stunning Sound and Heat Control
PropertiesDesigned with the DIYer in MindMeets the Federal
Motor Vehicle Saftey Standard for Flammabilityinstallation
instructions included

SKFLTABA1005 262.66

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1964-1967 GM A-Body Trunk Insulation & Sound Dampening
Kit

Flatline Barriers is the new leader in automotive thermal acoustic
insulation products. Utilizing cutting edge technology and
materials, Flatline is able to offer a solution that significantly
reduces unwanted sound and heat. Did we mention that the
product is ultra-lightweight as well? Extremely lighter than other
insulation products, packing the same punch in sound and heat
control properties. The material is also offered in pre-cut kits and
universal options. Our designs were created by in house
automotive enthusiasts and DIYers. Making our kits easy to
install, logical in layout and highly effective. All of this provided to
you at an extreme value. Remember the name is Flatline, it's that
quiet.Features and Benefits:Pre-Cut for Exact FitDesigned for
Fast and Convenient InstallationEliminates Unwanted Noise and
HeatUltra-Lightweight with Stunning Sound and Heat Control
PropertiesDesigned with the DIYer in MindMeets the Federal
Motor Vehicle Saftey Standard for Flammabilityinstallation
instructions included

SKFLTABA1007 172.50

1964-1967 Paper Backed Sound Deadener (O.E Style) - 6Pc Paper Back Sound Deadener Carpet Underlay. Reproduction
Sound Deadener Carpet Underlay. The picture is just an example
of a Sound Deadener Carpet Underlay, not the one you will
receive.  Correct die cut replacements for your model

SKREMCVL-SNP-0
05

143.98

1964-1967 Sill Plates (Stainless Steel) - PR Sill Plates are used to Hold down the raw edges of the carpet just
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inside the door sill area.. Made with premium quality stainless
steel. Available with or without ribbing.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

1964-1967 Sill Plates In Pairs Economy Sill Plates are used to Hold down the raw edges of the carpet just
inside the door sill area. We have 2 styles. Our premium quality
are made with a higher grade of Aluminum and are more
technically correct.

SK1341 537.42

1964-1967 Sill Plates In Pairs Premium Sill Plates are used to Hold down the raw edges of the carpet just
inside the door sill area. We have 2 styles. Our premium quality
are made with a higher grade of Aluminum and are more
technically correct.

SK4150 279.84

1964-1967 Sound Deadener (Standard Style) - 6Pc Sound Deadener Carpet Underlay. Reproduction Sound
Deadener Carpet Underlay. This is made out of 2 different
materials, One is Tar Rubber Material and the other is closer to
the original, not quite as thick as the Tar Rubber Material and
softer. The picture is just an example of a Sound Deadener
Carpet Underlay, not the one you will receive. Correct die cut
replacements for your model.

SKREMCVL-SNR-0
05

132.78

1964-1967 Standard Firewall Insulation Pad W/Clips (w/AC) GM A Body Insulation Pad, Firewall, Std Version, Incl Fastener
Clips

SKREMCVL-FWP-0
15

79.50

1964-1967 Standard Firewall Insulation Pad W/Clips (w/o AC) GM A Body Insulation Pad, Firewall, Std Version, Incl Fastener
Clips

SKREMCVL-FWP-0
05

79.50

1964-1972 Buick Floor Mat Set - 4Pc Factory rubber floormats - original style rubber (Mats have
Tri-shield emblem with a circle around it in white). Fits 1961-1972
Buick Special, Skylark, GS, 1961-1975 Buick LeSabre, Wildcat,
Invicta, Apollo, Centurion and Electra, 1963-75 Riviera. Sold as
sets of 4 only.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

SKPPZIN2356ZR 487.59

1964-1972 Carpet Set 80/20 - 2 Piece All our Carpet sets are first Quality manufactured by Auto Custom
Carpets (ACC). You can be assured that every set sold will meet
the most demanding application. All carpet sets are Heat Press
Molded to fit the floor pan Correct Color Keyed Heal Pads 36 OZ.
Jute Backing and Dimmer Switch are all part of the package. All
1964-1972 Cars use a two piece 80/20 Loop Carpet.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

SKAC36-67-32 349.00

1964-1972 Door Sill Plate Screw Kit Original type chrome screws used to mount the sill plates.
Includes 8 phillips head screws.

SK92 6.29

1964-1972 Firewall Pad Clip - Ea Used to hold firewall pad in place. Available in rubber or plastic
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

SKIREMUNI-FAS-0
25

3.34

1964-1972 GM A-Body Complete Interior Insulation Kit Flatline Barriers is the new leader in automotive thermal acoustic
insulation products. Utilizing cutting edge technology and
materials, Flatline is able to offer a solution that significantly
reduces unwanted sound and heat. Did we mention that the
product is ultra-lightweight as well? Extremely lighter than other
insulation products, packing the same punch in sound and heat
control properties. The material is also offered in pre-cut kits and
universal options. Our designs were created by in house
automotive enthusiasts and DIYers. Making our kits easy to
install, logical in layout and highly effective. All of this provided to
you at an extreme value. Remember the name is Flatline, it's that
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quiet.Features and Benefits:Pre-Cut for Exact FitDesigned for
Fast and Convenient InstallationEliminates Unwanted Noise and
HeatUltra-Lightweight with Stunning Sound and Heat Control
PropertiesDesigned with the DIYer in MindMeets the Federal
Motor Vehicle Saftey Standard for Flammabilityinstallation
instructions included
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

1964-1972 Trunk Mat Excellent quality reproduction manufactured to duplicate the
original in both fit and appearance.Reproduction Of
OriginalCorrect Die-Cut MatMakes The Trunk Look Factory New
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

SKREMSKY-TMV-0
35

87.98

1967 Carpet Guard This is the plastic trim panel that installs under the steering
coloumn to finish the raw edge of the carpet

SKD1451E 31.00

1967-1981 Fisher Body Decal sold as EACH This decal is installed on the "sill plate" (just inside the door and
used to finish the raw edge of the carpet)  used on all GM
vehicles

SKDFL01 5.00

1968-1972 Carpet Guard This is the plastic trim panel that installs under the steering
coloumn to finish the raw edge of the carpet

SKD1451F 38.00

1968-1972 Firewall Carpet Guard Firewall Carpet Guards are installed on the lower firewall under
the Steering coloumn with 2 long bolts.

SKG6872 50.22

1968-1972 GM A-Body Floor Insulation & Sound Dampening
Kit

Flatline Barriers is the new leader in automotive thermal acoustic
insulation products. Utilizing cutting edge technology and
materials, Flatline is able to offer a solution that significantly
reduces unwanted sound and heat. Did we mention that the
product is ultra-lightweight as well? Extremely lighter than other
insulation products, packing the same punch in sound and heat
control properties. The material is also offered in pre-cut kits and
universal options. Our designs were created by in house
automotive enthusiasts and DIYers. Making our kits easy to
install, logical in layout and highly effective. All of this provided to
you at an extreme value. Remember the name is Flatline, it's that
quiet.Features and Benefits:Pre-Cut for Exact FitDesigned for
Fast and Convenient InstallationEliminates Unwanted Noise and
HeatUltra-Lightweight with Stunning Sound and Heat Control
PropertiesDesigned with the DIYer in MindMeets the Federal
Motor Vehicle Saftey Standard for Flammabilityinstallation
instructions included

SKFLTABA1006 262.66

1968-1972 GM A-Body Sill Plates (Premium Quality) - PR The Sill Plates for 1968-1972 all GM A-Body Applications
including Chevelle, GTO and more Feature stunning quality you
get with our premium quality parts. Pure craftsmanship and know
how go into producing the most accurate products available on
the market.Made to Original SpecificationsMade From Premium
MaterialsManufactured to original GM specificationsFeatures a
hand riveted "Body by Fisher" tagCorrectly countersunk mounting
holesLook and fit just like originalsGM Licensed Restoration Part

SKTP4152 110.79

1968-1972 GM A-Body Trunk Insulation & Sound Dampening
Kit

Flatline Barriers is the new leader in automotive thermal acoustic
insulation products. Utilizing cutting edge technology and
materials, Flatline is able to offer a solution that significantly
reduces unwanted sound and heat. Did we mention that the
product is ultra-lightweight as well? Extremely lighter than other
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insulation products, packing the same punch in sound and heat
control properties. The material is also offered in pre-cut kits and
universal options. Our designs were created by in house
automotive enthusiasts and DIYers. Making our kits easy to
install, logical in layout and highly effective. All of this provided to
you at an extreme value. Remember the name is Flatline, it's that
quiet.Features and Benefits:Pre-Cut for Exact FitDesigned for
Fast and Convenient InstallationEliminates Unwanted Noise and
HeatUltra-Lightweight with Stunning Sound and Heat Control
PropertiesDesigned with the DIYer in MindMeets the Federal
Motor Vehicle Saftey Standard for Flammabilityinstallation
instructions included

1968-1972 Sill Plate (Standard) - LH Sill Plates are used to Hold down the raw edges of the carpet just
inside the door sill area. We have 2 styles. Our premium quality
are made with a higher grade of Aluminum and are more
technically correct.

SKDM1343 33.00

1968-1972 Sill Plate (Standard) - RH Sill Plates are used to Hold down the raw edges of the carpet just
inside the door sill area. We have 2 styles. Our premium quality
are made with a higher grade of Aluminum and are more
technically correct.

SKDM1342 33.00

1968-1972 Sill Plate GM - LH Sill Plates are used to Hold down the raw edges of the carpet just
inside the door sill area. We have 2 styles. Our premium quality
are made with a higher grade of Aluminum and are more
technically correct.

SK53967 56.94

1968-1972 Sill Plate GM - RH Sill Plates are used to Hold down the raw edges of the carpet just
inside the door sill area. We have 2 styles. Our premium quality
are made with a higher grade of Aluminum and are more
technically correct.

SK53966 56.94

1968-1972 Sill Plate Standard - LH Sill Plates are used to Hold down the raw edges of the carpet just
inside the door sill area. We have 2 styles. Our premium quality
are made with a higher grade of Aluminum and are more
technically correct.

SK1343 226.84

1968-1972 Sill Plate Standard - RH Sill Plates are used to Hold down the raw edges of the carpet just
inside the door sill area. We have 2 styles. Our premium quality
are made with a higher grade of Aluminum and are more
technically correct.

SK1342 226.84

1968-1972 Sound Deadener (Standard Style) - 7Pc Sound Deadener Carpet Underlay. Reproduction Sound
Deadener Carpet Underlay. This is made out of 2 different
materials, One is Tar Rubber Material and the other is closer to
the original, not quite as thick as the Tar Rubber Material and
softer. The picture is just an example of a Sound Deadener
Carpet Underlay, not the one you will receive. Correct die cut
replacements for your model.

SKREMCVL-SNR-0
10

132.78

1968-1972 Stainless Steel Sill Plates - PR Beautiful Stainless Steel replacement sill/scuff plates wonêt dent
or scratch as easily as an aluminum part.(–Fisher” Decal not
included.)

SKDM1342A 133.00

1968-1972 Standard Firewall Insulation Pad W/Clips (w/AC) GM A Body Insulation Pad, Firewall, Std Version, Incl Fastener
Clips

SKREMCVL-FWP-0
30

79.50

1968-1972 Standard Firewall Insulation Pad W/Clips (w/o AC) GM A Body Insulation Pad, Firewall, Std Version, Incl Fastener
Clips

SKREMCVL-FWP-0
20

79.50

1970-1972 GM A-Body Rear Sound Deadener (Waffled Tar
Saturated Felt)

1970 71 72 GM A Body Rear Sound Deadner Waffled Tar
Saturated Felt. Reproduction.

SKREMCUT-SNF-0
05

47.98
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Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Skylark parts and has been serving you for over 25 years. 
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794

Our Mailing Address: 
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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